
 
 

Background of New Technology Development －BBiological SSoil CCrust  
■Biological Soil Crust (BSC) is a soil substrate of 

microorganism colonies. The colonies are formed by 

filamentous fungi, soil algae, lichens and mosses, 

which entangle soil particles and clods on the ground 

surface.   
■BSCs are natural phenomena which appear at the 

beginning of vegetation succession. After the BSC 

has formed by soil algae and other organism, 

grasses and trees proceed to invade gradually. 

 

 
  
 
 
 
 

* Estimated period (depending on conditions) 

Sequence of vegetation succession on the bare grounds: xerarch succession series 

Note: Added to “Manual of the slope revegetation method for conservation of regional ecosystem,  

Technical note of National Institute for Land and Infrastructure Management, No.722, Jan 2013”. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Technical overview and features “BSC method”:  
utilizing BSCs to prevent soil erosion and restore vegetation by natural plant invasion from the surrounding areas. 

 Contact:  
R & D Center, Nippon Koei Co., Ltd. (Imamura & Fujisawa, +81-29-871-2065) 
Technological Strategy Office, Nippon Koei Co., Ltd. (Tomisaka, +81-98-857-0919) 

 

Environmentally-friendly Technology for Preventing Surface Soil Erosion Utilizing Soil Organisms 

Method of preventing soil erosion: Japanese Patent No. 3718203 and 4412628 
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■BSCs have the effect of preventing surface soil erosion. 

Therefore, if BSCs could be formed at an early stage, they 

would be a natural measure to prevent soil erosion. 

（崩壊・工事等による荒廃等）
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除草剤処理層が流失 表土が保全されるため、

自然植生が早期回復

埋土種子
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表土と共に、埋土種子、

飛来種子等も流失
（植生復元には時間がかかる）
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応用のイメージ

An enlarged photo of BSCs 

■Implementing technology to promote vegetation succession with early 

BSC formation. (Prevention of surface soil erosion and promoting of 

natural plant invasion) 

吹付工用ホース

撹拌タンク

※散布時、常時撹拌 緑化吹付用ポンプ車
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■Requesting only to change from the seed spraying 

method to BSC material (without changing fertilizer, 

base material, and more.) 

* Other methods, such as hand seed spreading, are also 

possible to apply according to the site conditions. 

Outline of construction method and an 

example of construction conditions 

■Utilizing soil algae, which exists around the world and forms BSCs, 

makes it possible to avoid environmental impacts on native species. 

(Furthermore, a clonal proliferation avoids generic pollutions.) 

Basic idea of the technical method 

■ BSC method enables lower cost and easier implementation than  

conventional natural plant invasion. However, BSCs are biological 

materials, so it is necessary to consider the influence of the base 

environment, weather, and others; the same as conventional greening work. 

【Benefits of promoting BSC method of natural plant invasion】 

-It is cheaper than the conventional method. (direct construction cost 1,200 yen/m2 

as of August,2018.equivalent to a base material spraying in Japan)  

-It is basically able to implement without shaping construction of slope surface and 

the accompanying construction of earth-removing and surplus soil disposal. 

-The hose length can be extended to around 100m, depending on the capability of 

the pump and other equipment to be used. This makes it possible to spray from 

the bottom of the slope to a high position. (Reduction of temporary construction 

and associated risk.) 

-There is no impact on natural vegetation. This method is also suitable for places 

where environmental conservation needs to be considered. 

Construction examples etc.  

15日後 35日後散布日

79日後 91日後56日後

-An application example for red-soil discharge prevention from 

a mountain stream’s collapsed place (Okinawa main island) 

施工前（4月）

約4.5カ月後（9月）

橋梁工事用の仮設構台撤去跡の荒廃斜面
における植生侵入促進の例（景観保全）

自生種（ススキ等）が繁茂

-The Best Award for 2015 

Subtropical Greening Case 

Presentation: Okinawa 

Prefectural Governor Award 

 

BSCs in agricultural land: a pineapple field BSCs in a ravine slope 

Massive cultivations of useful species and materialization with algae makers’ cooperation. 

-An application example for the early recovery of 

vegetation and landscape after the completion of a bridge 

construction (Okinawa main island) 

-A test construction example relating 

to early vegetation restoration to 

prevent gravel etc. falls due to slope 

surface erosion (Hokkaido) 

 

1.5 ヵ月後 

* There are other multiple construction examples mainly in the Okinawa area. 

Collapsed area of surface soil 

Devastated land by construction 

 

Constructed slope surface 

 

＊The soil algae, which compose 

BSCs, are so-called pioneers. 

plants. 

The image figures 

General seed 
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A test example of 
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A test example of rotating flow 
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With 
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Without BSCs With BSCs 
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BSC examples formed on the surface soil of bare grounds. 

BSCs 

Mosses 

Lichens 

‘1 to 2 years   4 to 5 years         30 to 50 years      More than 150 years 

 

Preventing surface soil 

erosion and runoff 

Conserving and 

maintaining vegetation 

base 

Bare ground (devastated by 

collapse, construction, and 

more.) 

the effect of BSCs 

Wind-dispersal seeds 

Natural vegetation restores 

quickly with the surface 

soil conservation. 

Buried seeds 

BSC 

formation 

BSCs 

Without 

BSCs 

Hose for spraying 

* Constant stirring is required. 

Stirring tank 

Seeding truck for spraying 

 

Construction zone 

Control zone 

1.5 months later 

The indigenous species, Japanese 

pampas grass, was recovered. 

Mature forest 

(shade-tolerant trees) 

Young forest 

(shade-intolerant trees) 

Shrubs 

 (shade-intolerant trees) 

Annual herbaceous plants 

Perennial herbaceous 

plants 

BSCs are formed 

naturally at this stage. 

⇓ 

Natural vegetation succession 

starts after the formation of BSCs. 

Soil erosion 

Running off not only surface 

soil but also buried seeds 

and wind-dispersal seeds 

 (It takes time to restore 

vegetation) 

Promoting vegetation 

restoration 

The spraying day 15 days later 35 days later 

91 days later 79days later 56 days later 

Before the construction (April) 

 

Approximately 4.5 months later (September) 
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